
Flûte De Pan
Played by
Gheorghe Zamfir 

(Below: this is the credit as per DVD of original cut, and as per VHS of original cut)

For mysterious reasons, the director's cut music credits for Zamfir reads:
 
Flûte De Pan



Played by
Gheorghe Zamfi 

(Below: credit as per DVD of director's cut)

Additional Original music Composed by
Bruce Smeaton

According to the 'making of', it was producer Jim McElroy who first heard the pipe music and 
drew director Peter Weir and the creative team's attention to it. Apparently, the creative team 
were having an issue with the theme music, and this was deemed the perfect solution.

Gheorghe Zamfir is a well known Romanian pan flute musician. He has a wiki here. While 
his work was well known in Europe, via television commercials, appearances and as the 
soloist on the 1972 movie Le grand blond avec une chaussure noire, there is little doubt that 
Picnic at Hanging Rock helped him to reach a wider audience. As a result of the film, in 
Australia the theme for a period achieved almost saturation repetition on radio.

(Below: Gheorghe Zamfir)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gheorghe_Zamfir


As well as the use of the two key tunes by Zamfir...



(A Theme From) Picnic At Hanging Rock (Doina Lui Petru Unc) 
Miranda's Theme (From 'Picnic at Hanging Rock' (Doina: Sus Pe Culmea Dealului) 

…the extensive use of other bits of music suggests a willingness to create a classical 
atmosphere by trading off on famous pieces, which also limited Bruce Smeaton's music to 
specific parts of the film, evoking the horror of the rock.

In the 'making of', Smeaton makes a joke about Weir forming an affection for the first of 
Bach's 48 preludes without realising every student of music was made to endure it, while 
acknowledging that as a result he could approach the work in a way impossible for him as a 
professional musician.

Classical music used includes:

Prelude number 1 in C, The Well-Tempered Clavier, Bach
Second "Romanze: Andante" movement from Eine kleine Nachtmusik, Mozart
Second "Andante cantabile" B major movement, String Quartet No. 1, Tchaikovsky
Adagio un poco mosso, Piano Concerto no. 5, Beethoven (over end credits)

Several English traditional tunes - God Save the Queen and Men Of Harlech - also turn up.

For his piece where the schoolgirls approach the rock, Bruce Smeaton used a Mellotron 
machine to evoke the heavenly choir. The Mellotron is an electro-mechanical keyboard 
developed in England in the early 1960s, with a wiki here. It must be one of the first 
examples of this exotic instrument turning up on an Australian feature film, and is as good an 
example as any of Smeaton's willingness to experiment in his music.

Bruce Smeaton composed two of the segment scores (The Husband and The Priest) for the 
portmanteau feature film Libido, before doing the score for Peter Weir's The Cars That Ate 
Paris, and then moving on to do David Baker's The Great Macarthy.

Smeaton became a major award-winning Australian composer for film and television, who 
immediately after working on Picnic would go on to work on a series of classic Australian 
feature films, including Fred Schepisi's The Devil's Playground and The Chant of Jimmy 
Blacksmith.

His relatively short wiki - at time of writing - is here. 

(Below: Bruce Smeaton in 1988)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mellotron
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bruce_Smeaton


(Below: Smeaton as he turns up in the DVD 'making of' for Picnic):

The film made available to a wider audience the pan pipe music of Gheorghe Zamfir, and his 
LP was released with a tie-in sticker:



LP (Stereo) Disques Cellier Switzerland Hi-Fi 003 Cellier 003
Recording: Pierre Oelhafen, Chailly-Lausanne. 
Mastering: Tonstudio Max Lussi, Basel
Improvisations for Pan-Flute and Organ

Side Two Track 4: 
Doina Lui Petru Unc (Shepperd's Complaint of Petru Unc)  (3'55") (Banat) 
Gheorghe Zamfir - pan flute, Marcell Cellier - organ



 
LP (Stereo) Disques Festival France FLD 550 Gatefold

Side 2 Track 4:
Doina Lui Petru Unc (3'55") (Banat) 
Gheorghe Zamfir - pan-flute, Marcel Cellier - organ

The track has also turned up on several CDs of Zamfir's work:



It also turns up on a two disc CD compilation as track 9 of disc 1. The discs were released 
August 21 2007 on the Disques Cellier label and has liner notes by Marcel Cellier:

It was also released in the UK by EPIC, LP EPC 81780 in 1976, under the title A Theme 
From Picnic At Hanging Rock:

(A Theme From) Picnic At Hanging Rock (Doina Lui Petru Unc) 3'35"
Jocuri Din Banat 3'25
Doina Riului Olt 5'56"



Ciorcirlia 2'51"
Baladra Sarpelui 4'39"
Miranda's Theme (From 'Picnic at Hanging Rock' (Doina: Sus Pe Culmea Dealului) 5'50"
Sorocui Mare 1'50"
Doina: Gheorghe Mină Boii Bine 3'50"
Cintec Din Bosca 2'40"
Nani, Nani Puisor 3'10"

It even turned up on eight track:

And on a 45 for Epic also featuring the theme from Picnic:

The track has been compiled on to any number of greatest hits 'music from Australian films' 



and other compilations. 

The main theme was also covered in 1976 by the Nolan-Buddle Quartet on a 45:



45 M7 MS-191 1976.
The Nolan-Buddle Quartet, produced by Chris Neal (also a film composer)

Side A:
Picnic at Hanging Rock (2'47") (Traditional arrangement: Nolan-Buddle) (Bellbird)

Side B:
Picnic at Hanging Rock part 2 (3'21") (Traditional arrangement: Nolan-Buddle) (Bellbird)

This version was collected on a Bill Collins' favourite movie themes LP with Sven Libaek's 
orchestra:



LP M7 MLF 160 1976 Gatefold
Bill Collins' Favourite Movie Themes
Arrangements and production: Sven Libaek. Engineer: Weston Baker, recorded at ATN 
Sound Studios, Sydney

Side Two Track 1: 
Picnic at Hanging Rock (Doina Lui Petru Unc) (2'35")
(Traditional arrangement: Nolan, Buddle) (Bellbird) The Sven Libaek Orchestra.


